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Improved Newton Iteration for Integral Roots*

By Richard F.King**

Abstract. An improved Newton iteration procedure for computing pth roots from best

Chebyshev or Moursund initial approximations is developed. It differs from the usual New-

ton method by a multiplicative factor at each step. This multiplier halves the relative

error by translating the usual one-sided error curve into a two-sided one, and then adjusting

to make a Moursund-Iike fit. The generalized logarithmic error is used in determining this

set of factors.

Introduction. The concept of generalized logarithmic error was introduced by

Phillips [6] so that best Chebyshev fits to the pth root could be readily transformed

into best Moursund fits [1] for more accurate Newton iteration. And Taylor [8]

independently showed the existence of these transformations for finding rational

Moursund fits to x", 0 < a < 1. Such procedures correspond to exploiting the usual

logarithmic error for the square root case [2], [3], [4]. In another paper [5], Ninomiya

has shown how Newton iterates of Moursund fits for the square root can be improved

from one-sided Chebyshev-like fits to Moursund two-sided fits for the next iteration ;

each improved fit has a maximum relative error that is only about half that of the

one-sided fit. By using the generalized logarithmic error, we will derive similar

improved two-sided fits for the pth root, with p being any positive integer; these fits

in turn will form the basis for an improved Newton iteration method to compute

integral roots.

Improvement of Iterated Approximations. Suppose that after zz steps (zz =

0, 1, 2, ■■■) of some iteration procedure, we have arrived at an approximation

yn(x) to the pth root of x. The initial approximation y0(x) is for x given on a positive

interval [a, b]. For example, y„ could be the result of the successive application of

the usual Newton iteration formula

(1) Vn = - \[P - lk-i + -¿î) ,        ip = 2,3,4, ■■■).

Further, presume that the relative error,

j , ,     yÀx) — xl/v

Snix)   =    -T7Ï-   .
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is a one-sided Chebyshev-like error. By this we mean that 8„ix) is continuous and

assumes alternate maximum values o„ and minimum values 0. Similarly, we say a

two-sided Chebyshev-like error 8„(x) is one that assumes alternate maximum values

an and minimum values (—ön).

The prescription in the following theorem enables us to improve on the fit yn.

Theorem. Let y„ be an approximation on [a, b] to the pth root of x, and let its

relative error curve be one-sided and Chebyshev-like, with maximum value o„. Then

the approximation y„(x) defined by

(2) *={j+hy
has a relative error that is two-sided and Chebyshev-like, and the maximum relative

error is

(3) On  =
2 + (z„

Proof. First, translate the relative error curve 8„ for vn by ( — <j„/2):

s    _ £n _ y* — x  " _ <[n _ j„ — (1 + oj2)x
an       2 -      xu, 2  - xu,

Hence,

k - °J2\ _ hn/d + <r„/2) -
1 + <rn/2j        I xu»

so that y„ = yn/(l + o»/2) is an approximation to x1/v, and furthermore, it has a

two-sided Chebyshev-like relative error 8n = (5„ — <r„/2)/(l + cn/2). To see this, note

that 5„ is merely a translation of 5» followed by a contraction. Thus, maxima and

minima remain respectively maxima and minima. Finally, a maximum xx of 5„

becomes a maximum of 5„ with value

5 ,    v        On — trn/2 on
On   =    0niXx)   =   -

1   +   <T„/2 2   +   On   '

also, a zero (minimum) x0 of 8n becomes a minimum of 5„ with value

0 - <t„/2 g»
5»(jco) =

1 + <r„/2 2 + On

This completes the proof.

But both Phillips and Taylor have shown that such a two-sided Chebyshev-like

approximation yn becomes a Moursund-like approximation yn by the transformation

(4) yn = k„yn

for

(5)     *. =
1 + on

That is, the Newton iterate of y„ has a one-sided Chebyshev-like relative error curve.

Combining (2) and (4) and using (3), we get a Moursund-like approximation yn

from a one-sided Chebyshev-like fit y„ by the transformation
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1    +   On\p

2k„yn

(6) *" "'  .

ZTi Id + O""' + (1 + on)"-2 +  • • •  + (1 + <r„)]f   '

The improved maximum relative error ôn is given by

an   =   knil   +   on)   ~    1    =   k^ "jj_ ̂  )

With the idea of improving the Newton iterate at every step by the transformation

(6), we define the improvement factors C„ by

(7) C„ = 2kn/i2 + on).

Note that, for p = 2, C„ = 1/(1 + a„)'/2 is the correcting factor used by Ninomiya

in his improved Newton iteration scheme.

Recurrence Formulas for Improvement Factors.    Let us try to find a recursion

relation for the multipliers

)i/p

(8)    c„ = —— \—- [(i + ff.r1 + (i + *nT + • • • + (1 + O]
1    +   On    [P   —    1

Newton iteration from yn to v„+, yields, by (1),

1 x * *"«       ! (r        ii  *•    i  frT1^
1 + o„+1 = —T75 = - I LP —  1J "ITS + —„p-f "■ I

* p\ x yn       I

- ; (fr - «I» + ^ + n+TF1) •
where S,, is the relative error for approximation ¿/„ to x17". Consequently,

1 + on+¡ = -([p- 1][1 + <7„] + *,    _,) ,
P \ [1  + o„\     I

where

1 + &„ = 1 +   max
x£la,b]

From (8), we have that

A. _ ,
„l/p ! (f*)-max   i~í7íj = C„(l + <0-

iEIa.il

(9) (1   +   Onf-1    =-l-—p   { [1    +   Onr2   +    [1    +   <7„f-3   +    • • •    +   1 j
(p — 1)C„

Therefore,

1  + cr„+1  = - ( [p —  1]C„[1  + On] + -p^TT,—;-xï=ï
p \ C„    [1 + o„]

ifr        nrnx    ix_[p ~ 1]C"_— V   LP llWL'   ~T   (Tnl  "T    „j-l| r. ,p-2      ,       M       , vp-3      ,
p \ C,    |[l + f>]       t [1 + on]      +

p - i\r (u + o,rl + [1 + <r„r2+ ••• + 1
"\[i + o„r2 + [i + «r„r3 +••• + !
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Applying (9) again,

_ (p^zlV (_!_L 4 \ _ I±_
per1

(.o,        1 + ,.., = (^)c.(ir^+1) = l

Substituting (10) into (8) results in

(11) Cn+X = \—zn [D»~l + D»~2 + ■■■ + D-]) ',

where

per1
(12) Z>„ =

I   +   ip-    l)Cn

This is the desired recurrence formula for the improvement factors Cn. The value of

C0, from (7) and (3), is

7k
(13) Co   =   T-J2-   =   *oO    -   O0),

2 + 0-0

for an initial two-sided Chebyshev approximation y0 to xUp.

Similarly, the factor C* = 2/(2 + on) in (2) that carries a one-sided Chebyshev-

like fit into a two-sided one has the recurrence formula

(14)
2

c»+,=     7f~     r  i luv   r  , -|-[(p-i)/i.i\ '
1+>-1]|j3T(£rl+-+^J   +L^T(£rl+---+^J )

where

2 — c* 2
(15) En = z   J- ,       Co* = ~— = I - ä0.

C* 2 -f- <r0

More conveniently, perhaps, C* can be generated from Cn_, by

2
(16) C* = i + (i + \p - nci-u/ipcizX)

Improved Newton Procedure. We thus have the basis for an improved Newton

algorithm to obtain x1'" on an interval [a, b] from an initial best rational Chebyshev

approximation y0, in the sense of relative error. The iteration formula is

(17) yn = — \[P-   lliViH
P  \ v,n-\l

for n - 1, 2, • • • , N — I, with C„ given by (11), (12), and (13). The Moursund
approximation ^0(x) is derived from the Chebyshev fit y0(x) by applying (from (5))

the multiplier

*.-   ' {jhiimr^AmT1 +ô0

That is to say, z/'oC*) is a best generalized logarithmic error fit to xl/v
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For the last step, as Ninomiya has pointed out, a two-sided Chebyshev-like fit

should be obtained. Thus the final approximation is

(18) ?* = — (lP - Wy-i + z£=i

for C% computed from (14) and (15), or (16).
In the square root case, best rational Moursund fits of the form (Pr/Qr) or

(Pr+i/Qr) remain best Moursund fits with successive improved Newton iteration

steps. (A best Moursund fit is one whose Newton iterate has a relative error with

least maximum magnitude.) This nice property (see [5]) does not appear to hold for

p ^ 3, simply because /zth-root Newton iterates—even of the improved variety—do

not have enough oscillations in their relative error curves. That is, it does not follow

that an improved Newton approximant at a given stage becomes a best one-sided

Chebyshev fit upon iteration.

Convergence Rate and Conclusion. As with the square root, this improved

Newton procedure for TV steps converges by a factor of approximately 22if_1 faster

than the usual Newton method. This improvement is at the negligible cost of storing

and providing for the indexing of a small table of constants (Cn/p). The only situation

where this would not be attractive is that of the root p also being the floating point

base, as with p = 2 on a binary machine. In this case, an exponential add order is

much faster than a multiplication, and it is usually better just to use Newton's method,

taking (if necessary) an extra step.

In the square root case, the question raised by Ninomiya as to whether the

inequality

(19) *. < on/22'-1

generally holds can be answered in the negative. For, consider the initial approxima-

tion j0 = 1 to Vx on [A, 2]. This is a best Moursund fit, as are all of its improved

Newton iterates. The table below, based on the error recurrence relations

(20)
"+1 2(1    +   On)   '

shows that the inequality fails to hold for zz = 3.

/ ¿2      y/2

*»+1    =    I1   +   2(1   +   en)) -''

0 .414213562373 .414213562373 1 1.0000
1 .060660171780 .029883571953 2 2.0299
2 .001734606681 .000216755350 8 8.0026
3 .000001501825 .000000011743 128 127.89
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